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ABSTRACT
This paper describes an approach to designing, implement-

ing, and formally verifying the functional correctness of an

OS kernel, named Hyperkernel, with a high degree of proof

automation and low proof burden. We base the design of Hy-

perkernel’s interface on xv6, a Unix-like teaching operating

system. Hyperkernel introduces three key ideas to achieve

proof automation: it finitizes the kernel interface to avoid

unbounded loops or recursion; it separates kernel and user

address spaces to simplify reasoning about virtual memory;

and it performs verification at the LLVM intermediate repre-

sentation level to avoid modeling complicated C semantics.

We have verified the implementation of Hyperkernel with

the Z3 SMT solver, checking a total of 50 system calls and

other trap handlers. Experience shows that Hyperkernel can

avoid bugs similar to those found in xv6, and that the verifica-

tion of Hyperkernel can be achieved with a low proof burden.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The OS kernel is one of the most critical components of a

computer system, as it provides essential abstractions and ser-

vices to user applications. For instance, the kernel enforces

isolation between processes, allowing multiple applications

to safely share resources such as CPU and memory. Con-

sequently, bugs in the kernel have serious implications for

correctness and security, from causing incorrect behavior in

individual applications to allowing malicious applications to

compromise the entire system [12, 14, 50, 55].
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Previous research has applied formal verification to elimi-

nate entire classes of bugs within OS kernels, by constructing

a machine-checkable proof that the behavior of an imple-

mentation adheres to its specification [25, 34, 69]. But these

impressive achievements come with a non-trivial cost. For

example, the functional correctness proof of the seL4 kernel

took roughly 11 person years for 10,000 lines of C code [35].

This paper explores a push-button approach to building a

provably correct OS kernel with a low proof burden. We take

as a starting point the xv6 teaching operating system [17], a

modern re-implementation of the Unix V6 for x86. Rather

than using interactive theorem provers such as Isabelle [54]

or Coq [16] to manually write proofs, we have redesigned

the xv6 kernel interface to make it amenable to automated

reasoning using satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) solvers.

The resulting kernel, referred to as the Hyperkernel in this

paper, is formally verified using the Z3 SMT solver [19].

A key challenge in verifying Hyperkernel is one of inter-

face design, which needs to strike a balance between usability

and proof automation. On one hand, the kernel maintains a

rich set of data structures and invariants tomanage processes,

virtual memory, and devices, among other resources. As a re-

sult, the Hyperkernel interface needs to support specification

and verification of high-level properties (e.g., process isola-

tion) that provide a basis for reasoning about the correctness

of user applications. On the other hand, this interface must

also be implementable in a way that enables fully automated

verification of such properties with an SMT solver.

A second challenge arises from virtual memory manage-

ment in kernel code. Figure 1 shows a typical address space

layout on x86: both the kernel and user space reside in the

same virtual address space, with the kernel taking the up-

per half and leaving the lower half to user space [46]. The

kernel virtual memory is usually not an injective mapping—

writing to one kernel memory address can change the value

at another address, as two virtual addresses may both map

to the same physical address. Therefore, reasoning about

kernel data structures requires reasoning about the virtual-

to-physical mapping. This reasoning task is further compli-

cated by the fact that kernel code can change the virtual-to-

physical mapping during execution. Proving properties about

kernel code is particularly difficult in such a setting [37, 38].
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Figure 1: A simplifiedmemory layout of Linux on x86-
64: the kernel and user space are mapped to the up-
per half and lower half of the virtual address space,
respectively. The ABI recommends the kernel text to
be mapped to the top 2 GiB, as required by the kernel
code model [52]; the kernel also has a direct mapping
of all physical memory.

A final challenge is that Hyperkernel, like many other

OS kernels, is written in C, a programming language that

is known to complicate formal reasoning [26, 39, 53]. It is

notably difficult to accurately model the C semantics and

reason about C programs due to low-level operations such

as pointer arithmetic and memory access. In addition, the C

standard is intentionally underspecified, allowing compilers

to exploit undefined behavior in order to produce efficient

code [41, 67]. Such subtleties have led some researchers to

conclude that “there is no C program for which the standard

can guarantee that it will not crash” [40].

Hyperkernel addresses these challenges with three ideas.

First, its kernel interface is designed to be finite: all of the
handlers for system calls, exceptions, and interrupts (collec-

tively referred to as trap handlers in this paper) are free of

unbounded loops and recursion, making it possible to encode

and verify them using SMT. Second, Hyperkernel runs in

a separate address space from user space, using an identity

mapping for the kernel; this simplifies reasoning about ker-

nel code. To efficiently realize this separation, Hyperkernel

makes use of x86 virtualization support provided by Intel VT-

x andAMD-V: the kernel and user processes run in root (host)

and non-root (guest) modes, respectively, using separate page

tables. Third, Hyperkernel performs verification at the level

of the LLVM intermediate representation (IR) [42], which has

much simpler semantics than C while remaining sufficiently

high-level to avoid reasoning about machine details.

The kernel interface of Hyperkernel consists of 50 trap

handlers, providing support for processes, virtual memory,

file descriptors, devices, inter-process communication, and

scheduling. We have verified the correctness of this interface

declarative

specification
P

state-machine

specification

Si−1 Si Si+1

implementation Ii−1 Ii Ii+1

Figure 2: An overview of Hyperkernel verification. Si
and Ii denote states of the corresponding layers; solid
arrows denote state transitions. P denotes a crosscut-
ting property that holds during every state transition.

in two steps, as shown in Figure 2. First, we have devel-

oped a specification of trap handlers in a state-machine style,
describing the intended behavior of the implementation. Sec-

ond, to improve the confidence in the correctness of the

state-machine specification, we have further developed a

higher-level specification in a declarative style. The declara-
tive specification describes “end-to-end” crosscutting prop-

erties that the state-machine specification must satisfy [60],

such as “a process can write to pages only owned by itself.”

Such properties are more intuitive and easier to review. Us-

ing the Z3 SMT solver, verification finishes within about

15 minutes on an 8-core machine.

The current prototype of Hyperkernel runs on a unipro-

cessor system; verifying multiprocessor support is beyond

the scope of this paper. We choose not to verify the kernel

initialization and glue code (e.g., assembly for register save

and restore), instead relying on a set of custom checkers to

improve confidence in their correctness.

To demonstrate the usability of the kernel interface, we

have ported xv6 user programs to Hyperkernel, including

utilities and a shell. We have also ported the xv6 journaling

file system and the lwIP networking stack, both running as

user-space processes. We have developed several applica-

tions, including a Linux binary emulator and a web server

that can host the Git repository of this paper.

In summary, this paper makes two main contributions: a

push-button approach to building a verified OS kernel, and a

kernel interface design amenable to SMT solving. The careful

design of the kernel interface is key to achieving a high de-

gree of proof automation—naïvely applying the Hyperkernel

approach to verifying an existing kernel is unlikely to scale.

We chose xv6 as a starting point as it provides classic Unix

abstractions, with the final Hyperkernel interface, which is

amenable to automated verification, resembling an exoker-

nel [23, 33]. We hope that our experience can provide inspira-

tion for designing other “push-button verifiable” interfaces.
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. §2 gives

an overview of the verification process. §3 presents formal

definitions and verification details. §4 describes the design

and implementation of Hyperkernel and user-space libraries.

§5 discusses checkers as extensions to our verifier. §6 reports

on verification and runtime performance of Hyperkernel. §7

relates Hyperkernel to prior work. §8 concludes.

2 OVERVIEW
This section illustrates the Hyperkernel development work-

flow by walking through the design, specification, and veri-

fication of one system call.

As shown in Figure 3, to specify the desired behavior of

a system call, programmers write two forms of specifica-

tions: a detailed, state-machine specification for functional

correctness, and a higher-level, declarative specification that

is more intuitive for manual review. Both specifications are

expressed in Python, which we choose due to its simple

syntax and user-friendly interface to the Z3 SMT solver. Pro-

grammers implement a system call in C. The verifier reduces

both specifications (in Python) and the implementation (in

LLVM IR compiled from C) into an SMT query, and invokes

Z3 to perform verification. The verified code is linked with

unverified (trusted) code to produce the final kernel image.

An advantage of using an SMT solver is its ability to pro-

duce a test case if verification fails, which we find useful

for pinpointing and fixing bugs. For instance, if there is any

bug in the C code, the verifier generates a concrete test case,

including the kernel state and system call arguments, to de-

scribe how to trigger the bug. Similarly, the verifier shows

the violation if there is any inconsistency between the two

forms of specifications.

We make the following two assumptions in this section.

First, the kernel runs on a uniprocessor system with inter-

rupts disabled. Every system call is therefore atomic and runs

to completion. Second, the kernel is in a separate address

space from user space, using an identity mapping for virtual

memory. These assumptions are explained in detail in §3.

2.1 Finite interfaces
We base the Hyperkernel interface on existing specifications

(such as POSIX), making adjustments where necessary to

aid push-button verification. In particular, we make adjust-

ments to keep the kernel interface finite, by ensuring that

the semantics of every trap handler is expressible as a set

of traces of bounded length. To make verification scalable,

these bounds should be small constants that are indepen-

dent of system parameters (e.g., the maximum number of

file descriptors or pages).

To illustrate the design of finite interfaces, we show how

to finitize the POSIX specification of the dup system call
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Figure 3: The Hyperkernel development flow. Rectan-
gular boxes denote source, intermediate, and output
files; rounded boxes denote compilers and verifiers.
Shaded boxes denote files written by programmers.

for inclusion in Hyperkernel. In a classic Unix design, each

process maintains a file descriptor (FD) table, with each slot

in this table referring to an entry in a system-wide file ta-
ble. Figure 4 shows two example FD tables, for processes i
and j, along with a system-wide file table. The slot FD 0 in

process i’s table refers to the file table entry 0, and both pro-

cess i’s FD 1 and process j’s FD 0 refer to the same file table

entry 4. To correctly manage resources, the file table main-

tains a reference counter for each entry: entry 4’s counter is

2 as it is referred to by two FDs.

The POSIX semantics of dup(oldfd) is to create “a copy of

the file descriptor oldfd, using the lowest-numbered unused

file descriptor for the new descriptor” [47]. For example,

invoking dup(0) in process j would return FD 1 referring

to file table entry 4, and increment that entry’s reference

counter to 3.

We consider the POSIX semantics of the dup interface as

non-finite. To see why, observe that the lowest-FD semantics,

although rarely needed in practice [15], requires the kernel

implementation to check that every slot lower than the new

chosen FD is already occupied. As a result, allocating the

lowest FD requires a trace that grows with the size of the

FD table—i.e., trace length cannot be bounded by a small

constant that is independent of system parameters. This lack

of a small finite bound means that the verification time of

dup would increase with the size of the FD table.

Hyperkernel finitizes dup by changing the POSIX interface

to dup(oldfd, newfd), which requires user space to choose

a new FD number. To implement this interface, the kernel

simply checks whether a given newfd is unused. Such a check

requires a small, constant number of operations, irrespective

of the size of the FD table. This number puts an upper bound

on the length of any trace that a call to dup(oldfd, newfd)

can generate; the interface is therefore finite, enabling scal-

able verification.
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Figure 4: Per-process file descriptor (FD) tables and the
system-wide file table.

We emphasize two benefits of a finite interface. First, al-

though it is possible to verify the POSIX dup using SMT if the

FD table is small (by simply checking all possible table sizes),

this would not scale for resources with large parameters (e.g.,

pages). Therefore, we apply the finite-interface design to all

of Hyperkernel’s trap handlers. Second, our definition of

finite interfaces does not bound the size of kernel state—only

trace length. The kernel state can thus include arbitrarily

many file descriptors or pages, as long as each trap handler

accesses only a constant number of them, independent of

the size of the state.

2.2 Specifications
Given a finite interface, the programmer describes the de-

sired behavior of the kernel by providing a state-machine
specification. This specification consists of two parts: a defini-

tion of abstract kernel state, and a definition of trap handlers

(e.g., system calls) in terms of abstract state transitions. In

addition to a state-machine specification, the programmer

can optionally provide a declarative specification of the high-

level properties that the state-machine specification should

satisfy. The Hyperkernel verifier will check that these high-

level properties are indeed satisfied, helping increase the

programmer’s confidence in the correctness of the state-

machine specification. This section develops both forms of

specification for the finite dup interface.

Abstract kernel state. Programmers define the abstract ker-

nel state using fixed-width integers and maps, as follows:

class AbstractKernelState(object):

current = PidT()

proc_fd_table = Map((PidT, FdT), FileT)

proc_nr_fds = RefcntMap(PidT, SizeT)

file_nr_fds = RefcntMap(FileT, SizeT)

...

This snippet defines four components of the abstract state:

• current is the current running process’s identifier (PID);

• proc_fd_table represents per-process FD tables, map-

ping a PID and an FD to a file;

• proc_nr_fdsmaps a PID to the number of FDs used by

that process; and

• file_nr_fds maps a file to the number of FDs (across

all processes) that refer to that file.

The types PidT, FdT, FileT, and SizeT correspond to SMT

fixed-width integers (i.e., bit-vectors). The Map constructor

creates an uninterpreted function [20], which maps one or

more domain types to a range type. RefcntMap is a special

map for reference counting.

State-transition specification. The specification of most sys-

tem calls, including dup, follows a common pattern: it val-

idates system call arguments and transitions the kernel to

the next state if validation passes, returning zero as the re-

sult; otherwise, the system call returns an error code and the

kernel state does not change. Each system call specification

provides a validation condition and the new state, as follows:

def spec_dup(state, oldfd, newfd):

# state is an instance of AbstractKernelState

pid = state.current

# validation condition for system call arguments

valid = And(

# oldfd is in [0, NR_FDS)

oldfd >= 0, oldfd < NR_FDS,

# oldfd refers to an open file

state.proc_fd_table(pid, oldfd) < NR_FILES,

# newfd is in [0, NR_FDS)

newfd >= 0, newfd < NR_FDS,

# newfd does not refer to an open file

state.proc_fd_table(pid, newfd) >= NR_FILES,

)

# make the new state based on the current state

new_state = state.copy()

f = state.proc_fd_table(pid, oldfd)

# newfd refers to the same file as oldfd

new_state.proc_fd_table[pid, newfd] = f

# bump the FD counter for the current process

new_state.proc_nr_fds(pid).inc(newfd)

# bump the counter in the file table

new_state.file_nr_fds(f).inc(pid, newfd)

return valid, new_state

The specification of dup takes as input the current abstract

kernel state and its arguments (oldfd and newfd). Given these

inputs, it returns a validation condition and the new state to

which the kernel will transition if the validation condition is

true. And is a built-in logical operator; NR_FDS and NR_FILES

are the size limits of the FD table and the file table, respec-

tively; and inc bumps a reference counter by one, taking a

parameter to specify the newly referenced resource (used to

formulate reference counting; see §3.3). For simplicity, we

do not model error codes here.
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Declarative specification. The state-machine specification

of dup is abstract: it does not have any undefined behavior

as in C, or impose implementation details like data layout in

memory. But it still requires extra care; for example, the pro-

grammer needs to correctly modify reference counters in the

file table when specifying dup. To improve confidence in its

correctness, we also develop a higher-level declarative speci-

fication [60] to better capture programmer intuition about

kernel behavior, in the form of a conjunction of crosscutting

properties that hold across all trap handlers.

Consider a high-level correctness property for reference

counting in the file table: if a file’s reference count is zero,

there must be no FD referring to the file. Programmers can

specify this property as follows:

ForAll([f, pid, fd], Implies(file_nr_fds(f) == 0,

proc_fd_table(pid, fd) != f))

Here, ForAll and Implies are built-in logical operators. Every

trap handler, including dup, should maintain this property.

More generally, every trap handler should maintain that

each file f ’s reference count is equal to the total number of

per-process FDs that refer to f :

file_nr_fds(f ) = |{(pid, fd) | proc_fd_table(pid, fd) = f }|

We provide a library to simplify the task of expressing such

reference counting properties, further explained in §3.3.

This declarative specification captures the intent of the

programmer, ensuring that the state-machine specification—

and therefore the implementation—satisfies desirable cross-

cutting properties. For reference counting, even if both the

state-machine specification and the implementation failed

to correctly update a reference counter, the declarative spec-

ification would expose the bug. §6.1 describes one such bug.

2.3 Implementation
The C implementation of dup(oldfd, newfd) in Hyperkernel

closely resembles that in xv6 [17] and Unix V6 [48]. The key

difference is that rather than searching for an unused FD,

the code simply checks whether a given newfd is unused.

Briefly, the Hyperkernel implementation of dup uses the

following data structures:

• a global integer current, representing the current PID;

• a global array procs[NR_PROCS] of struct proc objects,

representing at most NR_PROCS processes;

• each struct proc contains an array ofile[NR_FDS]map-

ping file descriptors to files; and

• a global array files[NR_FILES] representing the file

table, mapping files to struct file objects.

The implementation copies the file referred to by oldfd (i.e.,

procs[current].ofile[oldfd]) into the unused newfd (i.e.,

procs[current].ofile[newfd]), and increments the corre-

sponding reference counters. It also checks the values of

oldfd and newfd to avoid buffer overflows, as they are sup-

plied by user space and used to index into the ofile array.

We omit the full code here due to space limitation.

Unlike previous kernel verification projects [34], we have

fewer restrictions on the use of C, as the verification will be

performed at the LLVM IR level. For instance, programmers

are allowed to use goto or fall-through switch statements.

See §3 for details.

Representation invariant. The kernel explicitly checks the

validity of values from user space (such as system call ar-

guments), as they are untrusted. But the validity of values

within the kernel is often implicitly assumed. For example,

consider the global variable current, which holds the PID of

the current running process. The implementation of the dup

system call uses current to index into the array procs. To

check (rather than assume) that this access does not cause

a buffer overflow, the Hyperkernel programmer has two

options: a dynamic check or a static check.

The dynamic check involves inserting the following test

into dup (and every other system call that uses current):

if (current > 0 && current < NR_PROCS) { ... }

The downside is that this checkwill always evaluate to true at

run time if the kernel is correctly implemented, unnecessarily

bloating the kernel and wasting CPU cycles.

The static check performs such tests at verification time.

To do so, programmerswrite the same range check of current,

but in a special check_rep_invariant() function, which de-

scribes the representation invariant of kernel data structures.
The verifier will try to prove that every trap handler main-

tains the representation invariant.

2.4 Verification
The verification of Hyperkernel proves two main theorems:

Theorem 1 (Refinement). The kernel implementation is
a refinement of the state-machine specification.

Theorem 2 (Crosscutting). The state-machine specifica-
tion satisfies the declarative specification.

Proving Theorem 1 requires programmers to write an

equivalence function (in Python) to establish the correspon-

dence between the kernel data structures in LLVM IR (com-

piled from C) and the abstract kernel state. This function

takes the form of a conjunction of constraints that relate

variables in the implementation to their counterparts in the

abstract state. For example, consider the following equiva-

lence constraint:

llvm_global('@current') == state.current

On the left-hand side, llvm_global is a helper function that

looks up a symbol current in the LLVM IR (@ indicates a

global symbol in LLVM), which refers to the current PID in
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the implementation; on the right-hand side, state.current

refers to the current PID in the abstract state, as defined in

§2.2. Other pairs of variables are similarly constrained.

Using the equivalence function, the verifier proves Theo-

rem 1 as follows: it translates both the state-machine specifi-

cation (written in Python) and the implementation (in LLVM

IR) into SMT, and checks whether they move in lock-step

for every state transition. The theorem employs a standard

definition of refinement (see §3): assuming that both start

in equivalent states and the representation invariant holds,

prove that they transition to equivalent states and the repre-

sentation invariant still holds.

To prove Theorem 2, that the state-machine specifica-

tion satisfies the declarative specification (both written in

Python), the verifier translates both into SMT and checks that

the declarative specification holds after each state transition

assuming that it held beforehand.

Test generation. The verifier can find the following classes

of bugs if it fails to prove the two theorems:

• bugs in the implementation (undefined behavior or

violation of the state-machine specification), and

• bugs in the state-machine specification (violation of

the declarative specification).

In these cases the verifier attempts to produce a concrete test

case from the Z3 counterexample to help debugging.

For example, if the programmer forgot to validate the

system call parameter oldfd in dup, the verifier would output

a stack trace along with a concrete oldfd value that causes

an out-of-bounds access in the FD table.

As another example, if the programmer forgot to incre-

ment the reference counter in the file table in the dup im-

plementation, the verifier would highlight the clause being

violated in the state-machine specification, along with the

following (simplified) explanation:

# kernel state:

[oldfd = 1, newfd = 0, current = 32,

proc_fd_table = [(32, 1) -> 1, else -> -1]

file_nr_fds = [1 -> 1, else -> 0],

@files->struct.file::refcnt = [1 -> 1, else -> 0]

...]

# before (assumption):

ForAll([f],

@files->struct.file::refcnt(f) == file_nr_fds(f))

# after (fail to prove):

ForAll([f]

@files->struct.file::refcnt(f) == If(

f == proc_fd_table(current, oldfd),

file_nr_fds(f) + 1,

file_nr_fds(f)))

This output says that a bug can be triggered by invoking

dupfd(1, 0) within the process of PID 32. The kernel state

before the system call is the following: PID 32 is the current

running process; its FD 1 points to file 1 (with reference

counter 1); other FDs and file table entries are empty. The

two ForAll statements highlight the offending states before

and after the system call, respectively. Before the call, the

specification and implementation states are equivalent. Af-

ter the system call, the counter in the specification is cor-

rectly updated (i.e., file 1’s counter is incremented by one

in file_nr_fds); however, the counter remains unchanged

in the implementation (i.e., @files->struct.file::refcnt),

which breaks the equivalence function and so the proof fails.

Theorems. The two theorems hold if Z3 cannot find any

counterexamples. In particular, Theorem 1 guarantees that

the verified part of the kernel implementation is free of low-

level bugs, such as buffer overflow, division by zero, and

null-pointer dereference. It further guarantees functional

correctness—that each system call implementation satisfies

the state-machine specification.

Theorem 2 guarantees that the state-machine specification

is correct with respect to the declarative specification. For

example, the declarative specification in §2.2 requires that

file table reference counters are consistently incremented

and decremented in the state-machine specification.

Note that the theorems do not guarantee the correctness

of kernel initialization and glue code, or the resulting kernel

binary. §5 will introduce separate checkers for the unverified

parts of the implementation.

2.5 Summary
Using the dup system call, we have illustrated how to design

a finite interface, write a state-machine specification and a

higher-level declarative specification, implement it in C, and

verify the correctness in Hyperkernel. The proof effort is low

thanks to the use of Z3 and the kernel interface design. For

dup, the proof effort consists mainly of writing the specifi-

cations, one representation invariant on current (or adding

dynamic checks instead), and the equivalence function.

The trusted computing base (TCB) includes the specifi-

cations, the theorems (including the equivalence function),

kernel initialization and glue code, the verifier, and the de-

pendent verification toolchain (i.e., Z3, Python, and LLVM).

The C frontend to LLVM (including the LLVM IR optimizer)

is not trusted. Hyperkernel also assumes the correctness of

hardware, such as CPU, memory, and IOMMU.

3 THE VERIFIER
To prove Hyperkernel’s two correctness theorems, the veri-

fier encodes kernel properties in SMT for automated verifi-

cation. To make verification scalable, the verifier restricts its
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Figure 5: State transitions in Hyperkernel. At each
step process execution may either stay in user space
or trap into the kernel due to system calls, exceptions,
or interrupts. Each trap handler in the kernel runs to
completion with interrupt disabled.

use of SMT to an effectively decidable fragment of first-order

logic. This section describes how we use this restriction to

guide the design of the formalization.

We first present our model of the kernel behavior as a state

machine (§3.1), followed by the details of the verification

process. In particular, to verify the C implementation against

the state-machine specification, the verifier translates the

semantics of the LLVM IR into an SMT expression (§3.2). To

check the state-machine specification against the declarative

specification (e.g., the correctness of reference counters), it

encodes crosscutting properties in a way that is amenable to

SMT solving (§3.3).

3.1 Modeling kernel behavior
The verifier follows a standard way of modeling a kernel’s

execution as a state machine [36]. As shown in Figure 5, a

state transition can occur in response to either trap handling

or user-space execution (without trapping into the kernel).

By design, the execution of a trap handler in Hyperkernel is

atomic: it traps from user space into the kernel due to system

calls, exceptions, or interrupts, runs to completion, and re-

turns to user space. This atomicity simplifies verification by

ruling out interleaved execution, allowing the verifier to rea-

son about each trap handler in its entirety and independently.

As mentioned earlier, Hyperkernel runs on a uniprocessor

system. However, even in this setting, ensuring the atomic

execution of trap handlers requires Hyperkernel to sidestep

concurrency issues that arise from I/O devices, namely, in-

terrupts and direct memory access (DMA), as follows.

First, the kernel executes trap handlers with interrupts

disabled, postponing interrupts until the execution returns

to user space (which will trap back into the kernel). By doing

so, each trap handler runs to completion in the kernel.

Second, since devices may asynchronously modify mem-

ory through DMA, the kernel isolates their effects by restrict-

ing DMA to a dedicated memory region (referred to as DMA
pages); this isolation is implemented through mechanisms

such as Intel’s VT-d Protected Memory Regions [29] and

AMD’s Device Exclusion Vector [4] configured at boot time.

In addition, the kernel conservatively considers DMA pages

volatile (see §3.2), where memory reads return arbitrary val-

ues. In doing so, a DMA write that occurs during kernel

execution is effectively equivalent to a no-op with respect to

the kernel state, removing the need to explicitly model DMA.

With this model, we now define kernel correctness in

terms of state-machine refinement. Formally, we denote each

state transition (e.g., trap handling) by a transition function f
that maps the current state s and input x (e.g., system call

arguments) to the next state f (s,x). Let fspec and fimpl be

the transition functions for the specification and implemen-

tation of the same state transition, respectively. Let I be
the representation invariant of the implementation (§2.3).

Let sspec ∼ simpl denote that specification state sspec and

implementation state simpl are equivalent according to the

programmer-defined equivalence function (§2.4). We write

sspec ∼I simpl as a shorthand for I (simpl)∧(sspec ∼ simpl), which

states that the representation invariant holds in the imple-

mentation and both states are equivalent. With this notation,

we define refinement as follows:

Definition 1 (Specification-Implementation Refine-

ment). The kernel implementation is a refinement of the state-
machine specification if the following holds for each pair of
state transition functions fspec and fimpl:

∀sspec, simpl,x . sspec ∼I simpl ⇒ fspec(sspec,x) ∼I fimpl(simpl,x)

To prove kernel correctness (Theorem 1), the verifier com-

putes the SMT encoding of fspec and fimpl for each transition

function f , as well as the representation invariant I (which is
the same for all state transitions). The verifier then asks Z3 to

prove the validity of the formula in Definition 1 by showing

its negation to be unsatisfiable. The verifier computes fspec by
evaluating the state-machine specification written in Python.

To compute fimpl and I , it performs exhaustive (all-paths)

symbolic execution over the LLVM IR of kernel code. If Z3

finds the query unsatisfiable, verification succeeds. Other-

wise, if Z3 returns a counterexample, the verifier constructs

a test case (§2.4).

Proving crosscutting properties (Theorem 2) is simpler.

Since a declarative specification defines a predicate P over

the abstract kernel state, the verifier checks whether P holds

during each transition of the state-machine specification.

More formally:

Definition 2 (State-Machine Specification Correct-

ness). The state-machine specification satisfies the declarative
specification P if the following holds for every state transition
fspec starting from state sspec with input x :

∀sspec,x . P(sspec) ⇒ P(fspec(sspec,x))
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To prove a crosscutting property P , the verifier computes

the SMT encoding of P and fspec from the respective specifi-

cations (both in Python), and invokes Z3 on the negation of

the formula in Definition 2. As before, verification succeeds

if Z3 finds this query unsatisfiable.

Note that the verifier assumes the correctness of kernel

initialization, leaving the validation to a boot checker (see §5).

Specifically, for Theorem 1, it assumes the initial state of the

implementation satisfies the representation invariant I ; for
Theorem 2, it assumes the initial state of the state-machine

specification satisfies the predicate P .

3.2 Reasoning about LLVM IR
LLVM IR is a code representation that has been widely used

for building compilers and bug-finding tools (e.g., KLEE [11]).

We choose it as our verification target for two reasons. One,

its semantics is simple compared to C and exhibits fewer un-

defined behaviors. Two, compared to x86 assembly, it retains

high-level information, such as types, and does not include

machine-specific details like the stack pointer.

To construct an SMT expression for each trap handler,

the verifier performs symbolic execution over its LLVM IR.

Specifically, the symbolic execution uses the self-finitization
strategy [65]: it simply unrolls all the loops and exhaustively

traverses every code branch. In doing so, the verifier assumes

that the implementation of every trap handler is finite. If not,

symbolic execution diverges and verification fails.

The symbolic execution consists of two steps: it emits

checks to preclude any undefined behavior in the LLVM IR,

and maps LLVM IR into SMT, as detailed next.

Precluding undefined behavior. The verifier must prove

that each trap handler is free of undefined behavior. There

are three types of undefined behavior in LLVM IR: immediate

undefined behavior, undefined values, and poison values [49].

The verifier handles each case conservatively, as follows:

• Immediate undefined behavior indicates errors, such

as division by zero. The verifier emits a side check to

ensure the responsible conditions do not occur (e.g.,

divisors must be non-zero).

• Undefined values are a form of deferred undefined be-

havior, representing arbitrary bits (e.g., from uninitial-

ized memory reads). The verifier represents undefined

values with fresh symbolic variables, which may take

any concrete value.

• Poison values are like undefined values, but trigger im-

mediate undefined behavior if they reach side-effecting

operations. They were introduced to enable certain op-

timizations, but are known to have subtle semantics;

there are ongoing discussions in the LLVM community

on removing them (e.g., see Lee et al. [43]). The verifier

takes a simple approach: it guards LLVM instructions

that may produce poison values with conditions that

avoid poison, effectively treating them as immediate

undefined behavior.

Encoding LLVM IR in SMT. With undefined behavior pre-

cluded, it is straightforward for the verifier to map LLVM

types and instructions to SMT. For instance, an n-bit LLVM
integer maps to an n-bit SMT bit-vector; LLVM’s add instruc-

tion maps to SMT’s bit-vector addition; and regular mem-

ory accesses map to uninterpreted function operations [20].

Volatile memory accesses (e.g., DMA pages and memory-

mapped device registers), however, require special care: the

verifier conservatively maps a volatile read to a fresh sym-

bolic variable that may take any concrete value.

The verifier also allows programmers to provide an ab-

stract model in SMT for inline assembly code. This model

is trusted and not verified. Hyperkernel currently uses this

support for modeling TLB flush instructions.

The verifier supports a substantial subset of LLVM IR. It

does not support exceptions, integer-to-pointer conversions,

floating point types, or vector types (e.g., for SSE instruc-

tions), as they are not used by Hyperkernel.

3.3 Encoding crosscutting properties
To achieve scalable verification, the verifier restricts the use

of SMT to an effectively decidable fragment of first-order

logic. The emitted encoding from both LLVM IR and the

state-machine specification consists largely of quantifier-free

formulas in decidable theories (i.e., bit-vectors and equality

with uninterpreted functions).

The exception to this encoding discipline is the use of

quantifiers in the high-level, declarative specification. In

particular, we use quantifiers to specify properties about two

common resource management patterns in Unix-like kernels:

that a resource is exclusively owned by one object, and that

a shared resource is consistently reference-counted. While

such quantified formulas are decidable, encoding them in

SMT requires caution—naïve encodings can easily cause the

solver to enumerate the search space and fail to terminate

within a reasonable amount of time. We next describe SMT

encodings that scale well in practice.

Specifying exclusive ownership. Exclusive ownership prop-

erties are common in kernel resourcemanagement. For exam-

ple, each process has its own separate address space, and so

the page table root of a process must be exclusively owned by

a single process. In general, such properties can be expressed

in the following form:

∀o,o′ ∈ O. own(o) = own(o′) ⇒ o = o′

Here, O is a set of kernel objects (e..g, processes) that can

refer to resources such as pages, and own is a function that

maps an object to a resource (e.g., the page frame number
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of the page table root of a process). This encoding, however,

does not work well in practice.

For effective verification, we reformulate the naïve encod-

ing in a standard way [20] by observing that the own function
must be injective due to exclusive ownership. In particular,

there exists an inverse function owned-by such that:

∀o ∈ O. owned-by(own(o)) = o

The verifier provides a library using this encoding: it asks

programmers to provide the inverse function, which usu-

ally already exists in the state-machine specification (e.g., a

map from a page to its owner process), hiding the rest of the

encoding details from programmers.

Specifying reference-counted shared ownership. Reference-
counted shared ownership is a more general resource man-

agement pattern. For example, two processes may refer to

the same file through their FDs. The corresponding crosscut-

ting property (described in §2.2) is that the reference count

of a file must equal the number of per-process FDs that refer

to this file. As another example, the number of children of a

process p must equal the number of processes that designate

p as their parent.

In general, such properties require the reference count of

a shared kernel resource (e.g., a file) to equal the size of the

set of kernel objects (e.g., per-process FDs) that refer to it.

Formally, verifying such a property involves checking the

validity of the formula:

∀r . refcnt(r ) = |{o ∈ O | own(o) = r }|

Here, refcnt is a function that maps a resource r to its ref-

erence count; O is the set of kernel objects that can hold

references to such resources; and own maps an object o in O
to the resource it refers to.

We encode the above property for scalable verification by

observing that if an object r has reference count refcnt(r ),
there must be a way to permute the elements of O such that

exactly the first refcnt(r ) objects in O refer to r .
In particular, the verifier encodes the reference counting

property in two parts. First, for each resource r , a permuta-

tion π orders the objects of O so that only the first refcnt(r )
objects refer to the resource r :

∀r . ∀0 ≤ i < |O |.

own(π (r , i)) = r ⇒ i < refcnt(r ) ∧

own(π (r , i)) , r ⇒ i ≥ refcnt(r )

Second, π must be a valid permutation (i.e., a bijection), so

there exists an inverse function π−1
such that:

∀r . [∀0 ≤ i < |O |. π−1(r ,π (r , i)) = i
]
∧[∀o ∈ O. π (r ,π−1(r ,o)) = o

]
A library hides these details from programmers (see §2.2).

4 THE HYPERKERNEL
This section describes how to apply the finite-interface de-

sign and make Hyperkernel amenable to automated verifica-

tion. We start with an overview of the design rationale (§4.1),

followed by common patterns of finitizing the kernel inter-

face (§4.2). The interface allows us to implement user-space

libraries to support file systems and networking (§4.3). We

end this section with a discussion of limitations (§4.4).

4.1 Design overview
To make the kernel interface finite, Hyperkernel combines

OS design ideas from three main sources—Dune [8], exoker-

nels [23, 33], and seL4 [34, 35]—as follows.

Processes through hardware virtualization. Unlike conven-
tional Unix-like kernels, Hyperkernel provides the abstrac-

tion of a process using Intel VT-x and AMD-V virtualization

support. The kernel runs as a host and user processes runs

as guests (in ring 0), similarly to Dune [8]. Trap handlers are

implemented as VM-exit handlers, in response to hypercalls

(to implement system calls), preemption timer expiration,

exceptions, and interrupts.

This approach has two advantages. First, it allows the

kernel and user space to have separate page tables; the kernel

simply uses an identity mapping for its own address space.

Compared to previous address space designs (e.g., seL4 [34,

37]), this design sidesteps the need to reason about virtual-to-

physical mapping for kernel code, simplifying verification.

Second, the use of virtualization safely exposes the inter-

rupt descriptor table (IDT) to user processes. This allows

the CPU to deliver exceptions (e.g., general protection or

page fault) directly to user space, removing the kernel from

most exception handling paths. In addition to performance

benefits [8, 64], this design reduces the amount of kernel

code that needs verification—Hyperkernel handles VM-exits

due to “triple faults” from processes only, leaving the rest of

exception handling to user space.

Explicit resource management. Similarly to exokernels [23],

Hyperkernel requires user space to explicitly make resource

allocation decisions. For instance, a system call for page

allocation requires user space to provide a page number. The

kernel simply checks whether the given resource is free,

rather than searching for a free one itself.

This approach has two advantages. First, it avoids loops in

the kernel and so makes verification scalable. Second, it can

be implemented using array-based data structures, which

the verifier can easily translate into SMT; it avoids reasoning

about linked data structures (e.g., lists and trees), which are

not well supported by solvers.

On the other hand, reclaiming resources often requires

a loop, such as freeing all pages from a zombie process. To
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Figure 6: Memory layout in Hyperkernel: boot memory is used only during kernel initialization; shaded regions
are accessible only by the CPU; and crosshatched regions are accessible by both the CPU and I/O devices.

keep the kernel interface finite, Hyperkernel safely pushes

such loops to user space. For example, Hyperkernel provides

a system call for user space to explicitly reclaim a page. In do-

ing so, the kernel reclaims only a finite number of resources

within each system call, avoiding long-running kernel op-

erations altogether [22]. Note that the reclamation system

call allows any process to reclaim a page from a zombie pro-

cess, without the need for a special user process to perform

garbage collection.

Typed pages. Figure 6 depicts the memory layout of Hy-

perkernel. It contains three categories of memory regions:

• Boot memory is used during kernel initialization only

(e.g., for the kernel’s identity-mapping page table) and

freezes after booting.

• The main chunk of memory is used to keep kernel

metadata for resources (e.g., processes, files, and pages),

as well as “RAM pages” holding kernel and user data.

• There are two volatile memory regions: DMA pages,

which restrict DMA (§3.1); and PCI pages (i.e., the “PCI

hole”), which are mapped to device registers.

“RAM pages” are typed similarly to seL4: user processes re-

type pages through system calls, for instance, turning a free

page into a page-table page, a page frame, or a stack. The

kernel uses page metadata to track the type and ownership

of each page and decide whether to allow such system calls.

4.2 Designing finite interfaces
We have designed Hyperkernel’s system call interface fol-

lowing the rationale in §4.1. In particular, using xv6 and

POSIX as our basis, we have made the Hyperkernel interface

finite and amenable to push-button verification. This design

leads to several common patterns described below. We also

show how these patterns help ensure desired crosscutting

properties, verified as part of the declarative specification.

Enforcing resource lifetime through reference counters. As
mentioned earlier, the kernel provides system calls for user

space to explicitly reclaim resources, such as processes, file

descriptors, and pages. To avoid resource leaks, the kernel

needs to carefully enforce their lifetime. For example, before

it reaps a zombie process and reclaims its PID, the kernel

needs to ensure that all the open file descriptors and pages

associated with this process have been reclaimed, and that

all its child processes have been re-parented (e.g., to init).

To do so, Hyperkernel reuses much of xv6’s process struc-

ture and augments it with a set of reference counters to

track its resource usage, such as the number of FDs, pages,

and children. Reaping a process succeeds only if all of its

reference counters are already zero.

As an example, recall that in §3.3 we have verified the cor-

rectness of the reference counter of the number of children:

Property 1. For any process p, the value of its reference
counter nr_children in the process structure must equal the
number of processes with p as its parent.

We use this property to ensure that user space must have

re-parented all the children of a process before reaping the

process, by proving the following:

Property 2. If a process p is marked as free, no process
designates p as its parent.

We have verified similar properties for other resources

that can be owned by a process. Such properties ensures that

the kernel does not leak resources when it reaps a process.

Enforcing fine-grained protection. Some POSIX system calls

have complex semantics. One example is fork and exec for

process creation: fork needs to search for a free PID and free

pages, duplicate resources (e.g., pages and file descriptors),

and add the child process to the scheduler; exec needs to dis-

card the current page table, read an ELF executable file from

disk, and load it into memory. It is non-trivial to formally

specify the behavior of these complex system calls let alone

verify their implementations.

Instead, Hyperkernel provides a primitive system call for

process creation in an exokernel fashion [33]. It creates a

minimal process structure with three pages (i.e., the virtual

machine control structure, the page table root, and the stack),

leaving much of the work (e.g., resource duplication and ELF

loading) to user-space libraries. This approach does not guar-

antee, for instance, that an ELF executable file is correctly

loaded, though bugs in user-space libraries will be confined

to that process.

This primitive system call is easier to specify, implement,

and verify. As in exokernels, it still guarantees isolation. For

example, we have proved the following in §3.3:

Property 3. The page of the page table root of a process p
is exclusively owned by p.
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Similarly, Hyperkernel exposes fine-grained virtual mem-

ory management. In particular, it provides page-table alloca-

tion through four primitive system calls: starting from the

page table root, each system call retypes a free page and

extends the page table to the next level. Memory allocation

operations such as mmap and brk are implemented by user-

space libraries using these system calls. This design is similar

to seL4 and Barrelfish [7], but using page metadata rather

than capabilities. The system calls follow xv6’s semantics,

where processes do not share pages. We have proved the

following:

Property 4. Each writable entry in a page-table page of
processp must refer to a next-level page exclusively owned byp.

Combining Properties 3 and 4, we have constructed an ab-

stract model of page walking to prove the following memory

isolation property:

Property 5. Given any virtual address in process p, if the
virtual address maps to a writable page through a four-level
page walk, that page must be exclusively owned by p, and its
type must be a page frame.

This property ensures that a process can modify only its

own pages, and that it cannot bypass isolation by directly

modifying pages of critical types (e.g., page-table pages). We

have proved similar properties for readable page-table entries

and virtual addresses. In addition, Hyperkernel provides fine-

grained system calls for managing IOMMU page tables, with

similar isolation properties (omitted for brevity). §6.1 will

describe bugs caught by these isolation properties.

Validating linked data structures. As mentioned earlier,

Hyperkernel uses arrays to keep metadata. For instance, for

page allocation the kernel checks whether a user-supplied

page is free using an array for the page metadata; user space

can implement its own data structures to find a free page effi-

ciently. However, this technique does not preclude the use of

linked data structures in the kernel. Currently, Hyperkernel

maintains two linked lists: a free list of pages and a ready

list of processes. They are not necessary for functionality,

but can help simplify user-space implementations.

Take the free list as an example. The kernel embeds a

linked list of free pages in the page metadata (mapped as

read-only to user space). This free list serves as suggestions

to user processes: they may choose to allocate free pages

from this list or to implement their own bookkeeping mecha-

nism. For the kernel, the correctness of page allocation is not

affected by the use of the free list, as the kernel still validates

a user-supplied page as before—if the page is not free, page

allocation fails. This approach thus adds negligible work to

the verifier, as it does not need to verify the full functional

correctness of these lists.

4.3 User-space libraries
Bootstrapping. Like xv6, Hyperkernel loads and executes

a special init process after booting. Unlike xv6, init has

access to the IDT and sets up user-level exception handling.

Another notable difference is that instead of using syscall,

user space uses hypercall (e.g., vmcall) instructions to invoke

the kernel. We have implemented a libc that is source com-

patible with xv6, which helps in porting xv6 user programs.

File system. We have ported the xv6 journaling file sys-

tem to run on top of Hyperkernel as a dedicated file server

process. The file system can be configured to run either as

an in-memory file system or with an NVM Express disk, the

driver for which uses IOMMU system calls provided by the

kernel. While the file system is not verified, we hope to incor-

porate recent efforts in file system verification [3, 13, 62, 63]

in the future.

Network. We have implemented a user-space driver for

the E1000 network card (through IOMMU system calls) and

ported lwIP [21] to run as a dedicated network server. We

have implemented a simple HTTP server and client, capable

of serving the git repository that hosts this paper.

Linux user emulation. We have implemented an emulator

to execute unmodified, statically linked Linux binaries. Since

the user space is running as ring 0, the emulator simply inter-

cepts syscall instructions and mimics the behavior of Linux

system calls, similar to Dune [8]. The current implementa-

tion is incomplete, though it can run programs such as gzip,

sha1sum, Z3, and the benchmarks we use in §6.4.

4.4 Limitations
The use of hardware virtualization in Hyperkernel simplifies

verification by separating kernel and user address spaces, and

by pushing exception handling into user space. This design

choice does not come for free: the (trusted) initialization code

is substantially larger and more complex, and the overhead

of hypercalls is higher compared to syscall instructions, as

we evaluate in §6.4.

Hyperkernel’s data structures are designed for efficient

verification with SMT solvers. The kernel relies on arrays,

since the verifier can translate them into uninterpreted func-

tions for efficient reasoning. It uses linked data structures

through validation, such as the free list of pages and the

ready list of processes. Though this design is safe, the veri-

fier does not guarantee that the free list contains all the free

pages, or that the scheduler is free of starvation. Incorporat-

ing recent progress in automated verification of linked data

structures may help with such properties [57, 71].

Hyperkernel requires a finite interface. Many POSIX sys-

tem calls (e.g., fork, exec, and mmap) are non-finite, as they

perform a number of operations. As another example, the
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seL4 interface, in particular revoking capabilities, is also

non-finite, as it involves potentially unbounded loops over

recursive data structures [22]. Verifying these interfaces re-

quires more expressive logics and is difficult using SMT.

The Hyperkernel verifier works on LLVM IR. Its correct-

ness guarantees therefore do not extend to the C code or

the final binary. For example, the verifier will miss unde-

fined behavior bugs in the C code if they do not manifest as

undefined behavior in the LLVM IR (e.g., if the C frontend

employs a specific interpretation of undefined behavior).

Finally, Hyperkernel inherits some limitations from xv6. It

does not support threads, copy-on-write fork, shared pages,

or Unix permissions. Unlike xv6, Hyperkernel runs on a

uniprocessor system and does not provide multicore support.

Exploring finite-interface designs to support these features

is left to future work.

5 CHECKERS
The Hyperkernel theorems provide correctness guarantees

for trap handlers. However, they do not cover kernel ini-

tialization or glue code. Verifying these components would

require constructing a machine-level specification for x86

(including hardware virtualization), which is particularly

challenging due to its complexity. We therefore resort to

testing and analysis for these cases, as detailed next.

Boot checker. Theorem 1 guarantees that the representa-

tion invariant (e.g., current is always a valid PID) holds after

each trap handler if it held beforehand. However, it does not

guarantee that the invariant holds initially.

Recall that the verifier asks programmers to write the rep-

resentation invariant in C in a special check_rep_invariant

function (§2.2). To check that the representation invariant

holds initially, we modify the kernel implementation to sim-

ply call this function before it starts the first user process

init; the kernel panics if the check fails.

Similarly, Theorem 2 guarantees that the predicate P holds

after each transition in the state-machine specification if it

held beforehand. But it does not guarantee that P is not

vacuous—P may never hold in any state. To preclude such a

bug in the declarative specification, we show P is not vacuous

by constructing an initial state and checking that it satisfies P .

Stack checker. LLVM IR does not model machine details

such as the stack. Therefore, the verification of Hyperkernel,

which is at the LLVM IR level, does not preclude run-time fail-

ures due to stack overflow.We implement a static checker for

the x86 assembly generated by the LLVM backend; it builds a

call graph and conservatively estimates the maximum stack

space used by trap handlers. Running the checker shows that

they all execute within the kernel stack size (4 KiB).

Link checker. The verifier assumes that symbols in the

LLVM IR do not overlap. We implement a static checker to

ensure that the linker maintains this property in the final

kernel image. The checker reads the memory address and

size of each symbol from the kernel image and checks that

all the symbols reside in disjoint memory regions.

6 EXPERIENCE
This section reports on our experience in developing Hyper-

kernel, as well as its verification and run-time performance.

6.1 Bug discussion
To understand how effective the verifier and checkers are in

preventing bugs in Hyperkernel, we examine the git commit

log of xv6 from January 2016 to July 2017. Even though

xv6 is a fairly mature and widely used teaching OS, during

this time period the authors have found and fixed a total

of ten bugs in the xv6 kernel. We manually analyze these

bugs and determine whether they can occur in Hyperkernel.

We exclude two lock-related bugs as they do not apply to

Hyperkernel. Figure 7 shows the eight remaining bugs. In

summary:

• Five bugs cannot occur in Hyperkernel: four would be

caught by the verifier as they would trigger undefined

behavior or violate functional correctness; and one

buffer overflow bug would be caught either by the

verifier or the boot checker.

• Three bugs are in xv6’s exec system call for ELF load-

ing; Hyperkernel implements ELF loading in user space,

and thus similar bugs can happen there, but will not

harm the kernel.

During the development of Hyperkernel, the verifier iden-

tified several bugs in our C code. Examples included incor-

rect assertions that could crash the kernel and missing sanity

checks on system call arguments. The declarative specifi-

cation also uncovered three interesting bugs in the state-

machine specification, as described below.

The first bug was due to inconsistencies in the file table. To

decide the availability of a slot in the file table, some system

calls checkedwhether the reference countwas zero (Figure 4),

while others checked whether the file type was a special

value (FD_NONE); in some cases both fields were not updated

consistently. Both the state-machine specification and the

implementation had the same bug. It was caught by the refer-

ence counting property (§2.2) in the declarative specification.

The other two bugs were caused by incorrect lifetime man-

agement in the IOMMU system calls. Hyperkernel exposes

system calls to manage two IOMMU data structures: a device

table that maps a device to the root of an IOMMU page table,

and an IOMMU page table for address translation. To avoid
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Commit Description Preventable?

8d1f9963 incorrect pointer  verifier

2a675089 bounds checking  verifier

ffe44492 memory leak  verifier

aff0c8d5 incorrect I/O privilege  verifier

ae15515d buffer overflow  verifier/boot checker

5625ae49 integer overflow in exec G#
e916d668 signedness error in exec G#
67a7f959 alignedness error in exec G#

Figure 7: Bugs found and fixed in xv6 in the past year
and whether they can be prevented in Hyperkernel:
 means the bug can be prevented through the verifier
or checkers; andG#means the bug can be prevented in
the kernel but can happen in user space.

dangling references, the kernel must invalidate a device-

table entry before reclaiming pages of the IOMMU page table

referenced by the entry. Initially, both the state-machine

specification and the implementation failed to enforce this

requirement, violating the isolation property (§4.2) in the

declarative specification: an IOMMU page walk must end at

a page frame (i.e., it cannot resolve to a free page). A similar

bug was found in the system call for invalidating entries in

the interrupt remapping table.

Our experience with the declarative specification suggests

that it is particularly useful for exposing corner cases in the

design of the kernel interface. We share some of Reid’s ob-

servations [60]: high-level declarative specifications capture

properties across many parts of the system, which are often

difficult for humans to keep track of. They are also more intu-

itive for expressing the design intent and easier to translate

into natural language for understanding.

6.2 Development effort
Figure 8 shows the size of the Hyperkernel codebase. The

development effort took several researchers about a year. We

spent most of this time experimenting with different system

designs and verification techniques, as detailed next.

System designs. The project went through three major re-

visions. We wrote the initial kernel implementation in the

Rust programming language. Our hope was that the memory-

safety guarantee provided by the language would simplify

the verification of kernel code. We decided to abandon this

plan for two reasons. One, Rust’s ownership model posed

difficulties, because our kernel is single-threaded but has

many entry points, each of which must establish ownership

of any memory it uses [45]. Two, it was challenging to for-

malize the semantics of Rust due to the complexity of its type

system—see recent efforts by Jung et al. [32] and Reed [59].

Component Lines Languages

kernel implementation 7,419 C, assembly

representation invariant 197 C

state-machine specification 804 Python

declarative specification 263 Python

user-space implementation 10,025 C, assembly

verifier 2,878 C++, Python

Figure 8: Lines of code for each component.

Our second implementation was in C, with a more tradi-

tional OS design on x86-64: the kernel resided at the top half

of the virtual address space. As mentioned earlier, this de-

sign complicated reasoning about kernel code—every kernel

pointer dereference needed to be mapped to the correspond-

ing physical address. We started to look for architectural sup-

port that would simplify reasoning about virtual memory;

ideally, it would allow us to run the kernel with an identity

mapping, in a separate address space from user code.

Hyperkernel is our third attempt. We started with xv6,

borrowing the idea of processes as guests from Dune [8],

and tailoring it for verification. For instance, Dune uses the

Extended Page Tables (EPT) and allows user space to directly

control its own %CR3. Hyperkernel disallows the EPT due to

its unnecessary complexity and address translation overhead,

instead providing system calls for page-table management.

With the ideas described in §4, we were able to finish the

verification with a low proof burden.

Verification and debugging. As illustrated in §2, verifying

a new system call in Hyperkernel (after implementing it in

C) requires three steps: write a state-machine specification

(in Python); relate data structures in LLVM IR to the abstract

kernel state in the equivalence function (in Python); and add

checks in the representation invariant if needed (in C).

Our initial development time was spent mostly on the first

step. During that process, we developed high-level libraries

for encoding common crosscutting properties (§3.3) and for

mapping data structures in LLVM IR to abstract state. With

these components in place, and assuming no changes to the

declarative specification, one of the authors can verify a new

system call implementation within an hour.

As it is unlikely to write bug-free code on the first try, we

found that counterexamples produced by Z3 are useful for

debugging during development. At first, the generated test

case was often too big for manual inspection, as it contained

the entire kernel state (e.g., the process table, the file table, as

well as FDs and page tables). We then added support in the

verifier for minimizing the state and highlighting offending

predicates that were violated.
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Figure 9: Verification time in minutes with Z3 com-
mits over time. The dashed lines represent Z3 releases.

In our experience, Z3 was usually able to generate coun-

terexamples for implementation bugs that violated Theo-

rem 1. However, for violations of Theorem 2 (e.g., bugs in

the state-machine specification), Z3 sometimes failed to do

so if the size of the counterexample was too big. We worked

around this issue by temporarily lowering system parame-

ters for debugging (e.g., limiting the maximum number of

processes or pages to a small value). This reduction helps Z3

construct small counterexamples, and also makes it easier

to understand the bug. As hypothesized by Jackson [30], we

found these “small counterexamples” sufficient for finding

and fixing bugs in Hyperkernel.

SMT encodings. Hyperkernel benefits from the use of SMT

solvers for verification. However, SMT is no silver bullet:

naïve encodings can easily overwhelm the solver, and given

a non-finite interface, there may not be efficient SMT encod-

ings. At present, there is no general recipe for developing

interfaces or encodings that are amenable to effective SMT

solving. We hope that more work in this direction can help

future projects achieve scalable and stable verification.

Based on lessons learned from the Yggdrasil file system

verification project [63], we designed the kernel to be event

driven with fine-grained event handlers (i.e., trap handlers).

This design simplifies verification as it avoids reasoning

about interleaved execution of handlers; it also limits the size

of SMT expressions generated from symbolic execution. In

addition, Hyperkernel restricts the use of quantifiers to a few

high-level properties in the declarative specification (§3.3).

Compared to other SMT-based verification projects like Iron-

clad [28] and IronFleet [27], this practice favors proof au-

tomation and verification scalability. The trade-off is that it

requires more care in interface design and encodings, and

it limits the types of properties that can be verified (§4.4).

6.3 Verification performance
Using Z3 4.5.0, verifying the twomain Hyperkernel theorems

takes about 15 minutes on an eight-core Intel Core i7-7700K

processor. On a single core it takes a total of roughly 45 min-

utes: 12 and 33 minutes for verifying Theorems 1 and 2,

respectively.

To understand the stability of this result, we also verified

Hyperkernel using the first Z3 git commit in each month

since January 2016. None of these versions found a counterex-

ample to correctness. Figure 9 shows the verification time

for these commits; the performance is mostly stable, with oc-

casional spikes due to Z3 regressions and heuristic changes.

The Hyperkernel verification uses fixed values of some

important constants (e.g., the maximum number of pages),

derived from xv6. To check the robustness of the verification

to changes in these parameters, we tried verifying Hyperk-

ernel with different values to ensure that they did not cause

substantial increases in verification time. In particular, we

increased the maximum number of pages (the largest value

among the parameters) by 2×, 4×, and 100×; and did not ob-

serve a noticeable increase in verification time. This result

suggests that the finite-interface design described in §2.1 and

the SMT encodings described in §3.3 are effective, as verifica-

tion performance does not depend on the size of kernel state.

6.4 Run-time performance
To evaluate the run-time performance of Hyperkernel, we

adopt benchmarks from Dune [8], excluding those that do

not apply to Hyperkernel (e.g., ptrace). Figure 10 compares

Hyperkernel run-time performance (in cycles) to Linux (4.8.0)

on four benchmarks. The Hyp-Linux results run the unmod-

ified Linux benchmark binary on Hyperkernel using the

Linux emulation layer (§4.3), while the Hyperkernel results

are from a ported version of the benchmark. All results are

from an Intel Core i7-7700K processor.

The syscall benchmark measures a simple system call—

sys_nop on Hyperkernel, and gettid (which performs min-

imal work) on Linux and Hyp-Linux. The 5× overhead on

Hyperkernel is due to the overhead of making a hypercall,

as measured in §6.5. Hyp-Linux’s emulation layer services

system calls within the same process, rather than with a

hypercall, and so its performance is close to Linux.

The fault benchmark measures the cycles to invoke a user-

space page fault handler after a fault. Hyperkernel outper-

forms Linux because faults can be delivered directly to user

space, thanks to virtualization support; the Linux kernel

must first catch the fault and then upcall to user space.

The appel1 and appel2 benchmarks, described by Appel

and Li [5], measure memory management performance with

repeated (un)protection and faulting accesses to protected

pages. Hyperkernel outperforms Linux here for the same

reason as the earlier fault benchmark.

These results are consistent with the comparison between

Dune and Linux [8]: for the worst-case scenarios, the use
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Benchmark Linux Hyperkernel Hyp-Linux

syscall 125 490 136

fault 2,917 615 722

appel1 637,562 459,522 519,235

appel2 623,062 452,611 482,596

Figure 10: Cycle counts of benchmarks running on
Linux, Hyperkernel, and Hyp-Linux (the Linux emu-
lation layer for Hyperkernel).

of hypercalls incurs a 5× overhead compared to syscall;

on the other hand, depending on the workload, application

performance may also benefit from virtualization (e.g., fast

user-level exceptions).

The current user-space file system and network stack (§4.3)

is a placeholder for demonstrating the usability of the ker-

nel interface. We hope to incorporate high-performance

stacks [9, 56] in the future.

6.5 Reflections on hardware support
Hyperkernel’s use of virtualization simplifies verification,

but replaces system calls with hypercalls. To understand the

hardware trend of syscall and hypercall instructions, we

measured the round-trip latency on recent x86 microarchi-

tectures. The results are shown in Figure 11: the “syscall”

column measures the cost of a syscall/sysret pair, and the

“hypercall” column measures the cost of a vmcall/vmresume

pair (or vmmcall/vmrun on AMD).

Our observation is that while hypercalls on x86 are slower

by approximately an order of magnitude due to the switch

between root and non-root modes, their performance has

significantly improved over recent years [1]. For non-x86

architectures like ARM, the system call and hypercall in-

structions have similar performance [18], and so exploring

Hyperkernel on ARM would be attractive future work [31].

7 RELATEDWORK
Verified OS kernels. OS kernel verification has long been

a research objective. Early efforts in this direction include

UCLA Secure Unix [66], PSOS [24], and KIT [10]; see Klein

et al. [34] for an overview.

The seL4 verified kernel demonstrated, for the first time,

the feasibility of constructing a machine-checkable formal

proof of functional correctness for a general-purpose ker-

nel [34, 35]. Hyperkernel’s design is inspired in several places

by seL4, as discussed in §4.1. In contrast to seL4, however,

we aimed to keep Hyperkernel’s design as close to a classic

Unix-like kernel as possible, while enabling automated veri-

fication with SMT solvers. In support of this goal, we made

the Hyperkernel interface finite, avoiding unbounded loops,

recursion, or complex data structures.

Model Microarchitecture Syscall Hypercall

Intel
Xeon X5550 Nehalem (2009) 72 961

Xeon E5-1620 Sandy Bridge (2011) 72 765

Core i7-3770 Ivy Bridge (2012) 74 760

Xeon E5-1650 v3 Haswell (2013) 74 540

Core i5-6600K Skylake (2015) 79 568

Core i7-7700K Kaby Lake (2016) 69 497

AMD
Ryzen 7 1700 Zen (2017) 64 697

Figure 11: Cycle counts of syscalls and hypercalls on
x86 processors; each result averages 50 million trials.

Ironclad establishes end-to-end security properties from

the application layer down to kernel assembly [28]. Ironclad

builds on the Verve type-safe kernel [69], and uses the Dafny

verifier [44], which is built on Z3, to help automate proofs.

Similarly, ExpressOS [51] verifies security properties of a

kernel using Dafny. As discussed in §6.2, Hyperkernel fo-

cuses on system designs for minimizing verification efforts

and restricts its use of Z3 for better proof automation. Hy-

perkernel also verifies at the LLVM IR layer (trusting the

LLVM backend as a result) rather than Verve’s assembly.

Examples of recent progress in verifying concurrent OS
kernels include CertiKOS with multicore support [25] and

Xu et al.’s framework for reasoning about interrupts in the

µC/OS-II kernel [68]. Both projects use the Coq interactive

theorem prover [16] to construct proofs, taking 2 and 5.5

person-years, respectively. The Hyperkernel verifier does

not reason about multicore or interrupts in the kernel. Inves-

tigating automated reasoning for concurrent kernels would

be a promising direction.

Co-designing systems with proof automation. As discussed
in §6.2, Hyperkernel builds on the lessons learned from Yg-

gdrasil [63], a toolkit for writing file systems and verifying

them with the Z3 SMT solver. Yggdrasil defines file system

correctness as crash refinement: possible disk states after a

crash are a subset of those allowed by the specification. In

contrast, Hyperkernel need not model crashes, but needs to

reason about reference counting (§3.3). Moreover, Yggdrasil

file systems are implemented and verified in Python; Hyper-

kernel is written in C and verified as LLVM IR, removing the

dependency on the Python runtime from the final binary.

Reflex automates the verification of event-driven systems

in Coq [61], by carefully restricting both the expressiveness

of the implementation language and the class of properties

to be verified. Hyperkernel and Reflex share some design

principles, such as avoiding unbounded loops. But thanks to
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its use of SMT solvers for verification, Hyperkernel can prove

a richer class of properties, at the cost of an enlarged TCB.

OS design. Hyperkernel borrows ideas from Dune [8], in

which each process is virtualized and so has more direct

control over hardware features such as interrupt vectors [8].

This allows Hyperkernel to use a separate identity mapping

for the kernel address space, avoiding the need to reason

about virtual-to-physical mapping. Hyperkernel also draws

inspiration from Exokernel [23], which offers low-level hard-

ware access to applications for extensibility. As discussed in

§4.1, this design enables finite interfaces and thus efficient

SMT-based verification.

LLVM verification. Several projects have developed formal

semantics of LLVM IR. For example, the Vellvm project [72]

formalizes LLVM IR in Coq; Alive [49] formalizes LLVM IR to

verify the correctness of compiler optimizations; SMACK [58]

translates LLVM IR to the Boogie verification language [6];

KLEE [11] and UFO [2] translate LLVM IR to SMT for verifica-

tion; and Vigor uses a modified KLEE as part of its toolchain

to verify a network address translator [70].

The Hyperkernel verifier also translates LLVM IR to SMT

to prove Theorem 1 (§3.2). Compared to other approaches,

Hyperkernel’s verifier unrolls all loops and recursion to sim-

plify automated reasoning, requiring programmers to ensure

kernel code is self-finitizing [65]. The verifier also uses a

simple memory model tailored for kernel verification, trans-

lating memory accesses to uninterpreted functions.

8 CONCLUSION
Hyperkernel is an OS kernel formally verified with a high

degree of proof automation and low proof burden. It achieves

push-button verification by finitizing kernel interfaces, using

hardware virtualization to simplify reasoning about virtual

memory, andworking at the LLVM IR level to avoidmodeling

C semantics. Our experience shows that Hyperkernel can pre-

vent a large class of bugs, including those previously found in

the xv6 kernel. We believe that Hyperkernel offers a promis-

ing direction for future design of verified kernels and other

low-level software, by co-designing the system with proof

automation. All of Hyperkernel’s source code is publicly

available at http://locore.cs.washington.edu/hyperkernel/.
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